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Using confidence factors in expert system app 
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What is Confidence factor and how it is used? 
 

WKA Studio inference engine allows knowledge engineers to set confidence factor. Confidence factor 

has been used in Artificial Intelligence (AI) field to deal with uncertainty. Uncertainty can come from 

two basic sources, the end-user and the expert. When end-user uses the expert system not always 

sure about the answer he or she is entering or selecting from options. Also there are some linguistic 

terms the end-users use such as: sometimes, always, once in a while etc. which are subjective or based 

on experiences or number of times the things happen (e.g. out of five times tried to start car the 

engine cranked three times, here the confidence factor may be 60% (3/5) when question ‘Does engine 

crank when try to start?’. Knowledge experts are not always 100% sure about the knowledge they 

have. For example, in medical diagnosis a symptom can be part of many diseases e.g. fever. Similarly, 

there are many fruits whose colours are red and shapes are round does not mean that they are all 

apples! 

Confidence factor can also be used to increase the confidence of result when more and more facts are 

added or provided. For example, more pathology reports add and supplement to the doctor’s 

confidence.  

Example of Confidence factor: consider a rule with CF 

IF Income IS Good 

AND  Debt IS Low  

THEN Approve Loan IS Yes CF 0.70 

 

This rule says that if the applicant’s income is good and debt is low, the applicant can be 

confident/sure that there is 70% chance of loan getting approved. The end-user of the system has to 

select the confidence for Income as good income and debt is low. As the confidence in conditions 

goes down the confidence of approving loan goes down. 

 

The end-user selects following CFs. 

0.6 CF when asked question about ‘Income IS Good’ (CF1=0.60) 

0.8 CF when asked question about ‘Debt IS Low’ (CF2=0.80) 

CFGoal for Approve Loan IS Yes is calculated as follows 

 

CF of conclusion=Min(CFs of all expressions in condition part)*CFGoal of then part 

CF of Approve Loan IS Yes = Min(CF1,CF2)*CFGoal of Approve Loan=MIN(0.6,0.8)*0.7=0.42 

It means there is 42% chance that loan would get approved. 

Here the decision maker can use this CF to sanction the loan amount. One of the simplest way to look 

at it, the decision maker can approve only 42% of the maximum loan amount that otherwise applicant 

is eligible for.  

Now suppose there is one more rule in rule-base which also determines the Approve Loan.  If inference 

engine gets facts to prove this rule, the overall confidence factor increases of getting loan approved. 

Suppose there is another rule which asks more facts about the applicant. 
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IF Market Value of Property value IS Very High 

THEN Approve Loan CFGoal 0.80 

 

The end-user selects: 

0.6 CF when asked question about ‘Market Value of Property value IS Very High’ (CF1=0.60) 

Approve Loan IS Yes CF=CF1*CFGoal of Approve Loan 

  =0.6*0.8=0.48   

Combining the strengths of both the rules, the CF of approving loan would increase to 70% as follow 

New CF(Approve Loan)  = CFOld+CFNew-CFOld*CFNew 

   = 0.42+0.48-0.42*0.48=0.70 

1. Using CF in WKA Studio 

 
Let is consider FruitApp discussed in Expert Systems of Tutorial Section of WKA platform. 

1.1 Adding confidence factor to web-pages 
To allow the end-user to enter confidence factor while taking input, go to Variable Interface-

>HTML Web Options 1, check Include CF Control CheckBox and click Update button. Create 

page using Create Web Page button. Screen shot shows preview with confidence factor 

input control and screen shot in figure at run-time. WKA Studio uses CF between 0 to 100. It 

indicates confidence 0 to 100%. The default is set to 100%. Please make note, in the 

following examples, the output confidence factors are divided by 100 e.g. 90*90=81 which is 

not explicitly mentioned or shown. 

 

Figure 1: Selecting confidence factor option to embed CF control in web-page 

 

 

http://wkastudio.cloudapp.net/Tutorials/ExpertSystem.html
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2: Previewing web-page and creating it with CF embedded in web-page 

1.2 Adding CF to rules 
Modify the rules to include CF at conclusion part. Following figure shows Fruit IS Banana with 

Confidence factor 90. 

 
Figure 3: Modifying rule to add confidence factor to the conclusion (sub-goal) 
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1.3 Executing apps with confidence factor inputs 

Example 1: Simple one rule sub-goal 
Executing the App. Following screenshots show execution of Banana rule. When confidence factors 

are used their values are included inside round brackets after values of variables. Confidence factor 

for Shape IS Long is 70% ref. fig. 4(a), for Fruit IS ANY OF [Green,Yellow] is 90%  ref. fig. 4(b). The 

minimum of them is 70% which is multiplied to confidence factor 90% of conclusion (figure 3) means 

Fruit IS Banana with confidence factor 70%*90%=63% (figure 4(c)) 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c)  

Figure 4: Running the app with CFs 
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Example 2: With multiple sub-goals 
Running the apps with sub-goals. Following screen shots show confidence factors of sub-goals: 

SeedClass and FruitClass is carried forward for fruit apple. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 
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(d) 

 

(e) 

Figure 5: Running the app with CFs 

Following figures show how rules were modified for above app and computations of CFs for sub-

goals and final goal. 
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Fruit Class IS Tree CF=minimum of (Shape:80 ref.fig.5(a), Diameter:70 ref. fig. 5(c))* FruitClass:80=56 

 

Seed Class IS Multiple CF=Seed Count:90 ref. fig. 5(d)* SeedClass:90=81 

 

Fruit IS Apple CF = minimum of (Colour:90 ref. fig. 5(b), FruitClass:56 ref. fig. 5(e), SeedClass:81 ref. fig. 

5(6))*Fruit:100=56 
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Example 3: With multiple rules with same goal 

 
To execute multiple rules with same goal, the App must use sub-goal as compound variable. Existing 

variable Colour is made text compound type so that more than one colour can be selected by the 

end-user. A new goal variable called FruitAppGrp.Fruit1 is added of text compound type. Rule 

Banana 1 is modified as shown in the following figure. Since variable Colour is compound type, 

instead of using IS, INCLUDES operator is used and in then part Banana is included in square bracket. 

 

Figure 6: Modifying rule Banana 1 

A new rule called Banana 2 is added  

 

Figure 6: Adding rule Banana 2 
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Execution of App 

 

Figure 7: App asking shape of the fruit 

 

Figure 8: App asking colour of the fruit 

Both the rules will be considered for execution (because sub-goal FruitVarGrp.Fruit1 is of compound 

type) and will be executed as colour selected include green as well as yellow. After execution of 

Banana 1 rule the CF of Fruit IS Banana is 

Fruit IS Banana CF=minimum of (Shape:90 ref.fig.7 and Colour:70 ref. fig. 8)*Fruit:90 ref fig. 6=63. 

For execution of Banana 2 rule the CF of Fruit IS Banana is 

Fruit IS Banana CF=minimum of (Shape:90 ref.fig.7 and Colour:70 ref. fig. 8)*Fruit:80 ref fig. 7=56.  

Since Fruit IS Banana is already having CF, new CF will be calculated using formula given above: 

New CF  = CFOld+CFNew-CFOld*CFNew 

The new CF for Fruit IS Banana is calculated using 

New CF of Fruit IS Banana=63+56+63*56=83.72 which is higher than previous one, it means if the user selects 

both the colours: Green as well as Yellow, the confidence of fruit recognized as banana increases as it has mix 

of colours compared to only one colour. Figure 9 shows the output.  
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Figure 9: App output. 


